Wayfield School

Crime and punishment
Literacy & Languages









At school:
We will be reading one piece of modern literature; Street Child
by Bernie Doherty Drake Equation.
We will be exploring a narrative poem written in 1906 called
The Highwayman by Alfred Noyes.
We will use prediction, inference and the power of three to
build drama and atmosphere in our writing.
We will continue to develop a distinct authorial voice that
reflects the genre in which we are writing.
We will discover how authors take inspiration for their
fictional writing from true events, historical figures or folklore.
At home you can help by:
Helping your child practice Year 5 spelling lists.
Ensuring that your child reads for at least 10 minutes a day.







At school:
We will research how religion and spirituality have explored
the role of crime, punishment and justice.
We will discuss how the workhouses in Victorian London were
used as a form of punishment for orphan children viewed.
We will discover more about the history, charitable work and
legacy of Dr Barnardo
At home you can help by:
Talk with your child about the role and challenges of justice.
Supporting your child in their research of Highwaymen.

Stimulus
Explore how crime and punishment is viewed and enforced in
different countries, how people protest peacefully to create
change and the role of punishment and rehabilitation.

Curriculum Map
Year 5 Term 5 2019

Maths









Humanities


Proud to achieve!

At school:
We will review our mathematical understanding and
learning since the beginning of this academic year.
We will use a protractor to measure and draw obtuse, acute,
reflex and right angles.
We will use our knowledge of geometry to identify parallel
and perpendicular symmetry in polygons.
We will learn how to estimate and calculate the angles and
length of different shapes.
We will plot points on a graph, translate shapes and
describe successive reflections.
At home you can help by:
Encouraging your child to practice their times tables every
day by using Times Table Rock Star (TTRS).
Supporting your child to use Mathletics to reinforce number
skills and apply learning to mathematical problems.

Science & Technology









Healthy Living






At school:
We will be learning about sport, healthy lifestyles and
wellbeing by taking part in physical education every day.
We will be using our iPads to collaborate as a team, track
progress in physical education, set personal targets and
record achievement.
At home you can help by:
Encouraging your child to review their physical education
achievements and create meaningful sporting goals.
Showing them how to give supportive peer feedback.

Showcase
Hamilton class will be taking part in the Art Week showcase on
Friday 24 May.

At school:
We will explore the architectural design and the materials used
to build prisons.
We will learn how technology has transformed the way crimes
are investigated, recorded and solved.
We will investigate the methods used to escape prisons, the
physical forces which might need to be considered and the
chemical reactions which may be used to evade capture.
We will use our understanding of shadows to time a perfect
escape path through hazards and patrolling guards.
At home you can help by:
Encouraging your child to find out more information about
famous fictional and non-fictional detectives throughout history.
Challenge your child to solve a mystery or riddle by using clues
and evidence hidden around the home.

The Arts






At school:
We will participate in and create our own mock trial and
courtroom drama.
We will learn to express and debate our own thoughts and
opinions about different forms of crime and punishment.
We will create a wanted poster about the dastardly crimes of the
Wayfield Highwayman or Highwaywoman.
At home you can help with activities like:
Researching how symbolism is used in art to show justice, crime,
punishment, hero and victim.

Wayfield WOW Moment
Hamilton class will have a visit from The People's Dispensary for Sick
Animals (PDSA) on Friday 3rd May to learn more about pet
responsibility, care and working in an animal hospital.

